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The story of how I
started writing. I wrote

a poem on my blog
which didn't get much
attention - it was too

sexual and really crude
for my taste - so I filed

it away. I had once read
a book - just a page or

two - on the first of
things and it was about
a doctor who was really
irritated by the ranting

and raving of the
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psychiatrists. The
psychiatrist had

threatened to fine the
doctor for saying that

wasn't a mental illness.
The book made no
sense to me, so I
mentioned it in a
literary forum on

Facebook. Someone
suggested that I write a

story based on that
theme. I thought about
it for a couple of days,
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but I didn't get back to
it for several weeks.
Then I saw my laptop
on the floor, and my

hand had reached for it
when I realised that I

had forgotten to return
my laptop from the

store. I thought about
that story all weekend -
at this stage, it was just

a brief idea, but had
been rolling around in
my head. I cut out the
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rough draft of the short
story in just a couple of

days. At that time, I
hadn't thought about it
in any particular way.
Then I forgot about it -
almost. Then I read a

story about a man who
had been diagnosed
with autism. He had

been given a file - some
papers that contained
his diagnosis, and the

names of the
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psychiatrists who had
diagnosed him. He was
in an asylum - which I'd
never heard of before -
and was being tortured.

Someone read that
story and wrote in to
me. I read that story,

and it struck a chord. I
started thinking about
what it would be like to

be diagnosed with
Autism and how it

would impact my life.
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That story, and others
that had been in my

head that were growing
in number all week -

had started to form into
a story. I decided not to

write the short story,
but just to start thinking

about the ideas. I put
out a few tweets about
what was happening in
my mind and started

plotting out some
scenes - and I almost
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tweeted the quote that
someone had written to
me, which was that 'If
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